Read before travel
(Version 24.02.18)

Itinerary:
All dives and in special some wreck dives are subject to divers experience and weather permitted.
All live aboard itineraries are subject to Egyptian Government, Coast Guard and Marine Police approval.
All itineraries are an example and might be changed due to weather condition.
The final route plan will be arranged with the group on board. The last decision is with the captain and guide –
safety is always first! Every effort is made but there is no guarantee diving at specific sites. If in the unfortunate
event that dives are missed or dive sites are not reached due to weather conditions or other unforeseeable changes,
King Snefro Fleet will not offer a refund or compensation. This includes also all Marine Park fees (not refundable).

Included:
Direct Transfers to/from live aboard in Sharm El Sheikh at the given embarkation/disembarkation
times (from Hotel or Airport)
Accommodation in shared twin berth, Doublebed cabin or Master Suite (double bed) according to booking
*) The last night will usually be spent at the port on board the safari ship. Depending on the itinerary and / or
technical conditions, the last night might be arranged in hotel. This is usually communicated in advance.

All permission and port fees in Sharm El Sheikh
3-4 dives per day incl. Night dives (not on arrival/departure day)
Dive Guide, 12 Liter Alu Tank DIN/INT, weight belts, weight Full
board (3 meals), Snacks, Water, Tea, Coffee and Soft Drinks Fuel
Surcharge *) pending on duration and trip itinerary
*) Should an additional and substantial increase be enforced by the government we keep the right to review above rates.

Excluded:
Visa (full visa is required for all cruises as liveabaoards are leaving the area of Sharm El Sheikh)
(With the so called “Sinai only” Visa boarding will be denied as permit will be refused by
coastguards !) Equipment Rental, 15 Liter Tank (Air or Nitrox), Twin Sets & Manifolds
National Park fees, Marine Park Fees, Environmental Tax: according to route/dive sites of the booked trip
Route
Deep North / Mini Safaris
Classic / Wrack Safaris
Sharm - Brothers

Port

Fees (payable on board) *)

Sharm El Sheikh
Sharm El Sheikh
Sharm El Sheikh

€6
€6
€ 50

*) All fees according to local rules and regulations, changes are possible on short or even without prior notice

Local Alcoholic Beverages, Espresso (if available) – Guest are welcome to bring from Duty
free Tips for the crew and guides (20 €/Mini Safari or 40 €/week are recommended)

Nitrox:
On board Snefro Pearl, Snefro Spirit, Snefro Target and Snefro Love filling of Nitrox 32 % is free of charge
( • FREE NITROX: as its complementary in case of technical problems no refund)
King Snefro 5/ King Snefro 6 (only if available, must be prebooked): 12 L Nitrox 32 % is 5 €
/Tank King Snefro 5/ King Snefro 6 15 L is NOT available

(Nitrox is limited 2 tanks at extra of 5 € each tank (we do carry 14 tanks on board, no Nitrox filling facilities available on board)
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Children:
No children under the age of 4 will be allowed on board. Children over the age of 4 years and minors up to 18 years
must be supervised by a parent or designated responsible adult at all times. King Snefro Fleet cannot provide a legal
chaperone service. Children may be accepted onboard for a full charter, booking is subject to agreement from the
group leader.

Boat change:
In the unforeseen case of the booked liveaboard is not working for what so ever reason, King Snefro Fleet will offer to
replace it with a boat of at least the same or higher standard. If possible guest will be informed prior to arrival.

Force Majeure:
King Snefro Fleet does not accept liability or pay any compensation where the performance or prompt performance
is prevented or affected by a result of “force majeure” (any event which we as the supplier of the service could not
foresee or avoid. Such events may include war or threat of war, riot, civil strife, actual or threatened terrorist
activity, industrial dispute, natural or nuclear disaster, adverse weather conditions, port closures, fire and all
similar events outside our control.

Cancellation:
up to 8 weeks prior to departure
From 5 weeks prior to departure
From 4 weeks prior to departure
From 2 weeks prior to departure

25% of total payment (Deposit fortified)
35% of total payment
50% of total payment
100 % of total payment

Note: the above percentages are of the total booking cost, not on a deposit received.
All cancellations must be made in writing, cancellation fees are charged from date of written cancellation received
by King Snefro Fleet. Any cancellation, especially on Individual bookings must be sent without any delay in order to
sell free places to secure required minimum numbers for confirmed sailings.

Accepted forms of payment on board:
For non-included locally paid items (national park fees, on board sales) payment must be made locally by guests at
the liveaboard using cash in British Pound Sterling (no coins), Euro, USD or Egyptian Pound. Credit cards are not
accepted.

Passports, visas and health requirements:
King Snefro Fleet does not take any liability for guests that are refused entry to the country due to failure to carry
correct documentation. Guest must check passport and visa requirements with the Embassy or Consulate of the
countries to or through which they are intending to travel. Passport must be valid for at least six more months after
arrival and must include an Egyptian entry visa. Guests are responsible for checking with an Egyptian Embassy that,
for the passport they hold, a visa can be issued on arrival in Egypt. Please check out e visa now available, use only
this official link (© 2018- Ministry of Interior - Arab Republic of Egypt - All Rights Reserved):
https://visa2egypt.gov.eg/eVisa/Home

Insurances:
We strongly recommend all guest to hold an adequate, valid travel insurance (covering accidents, medical
treatments, lost baggage and/or trip cancellation/interruption) An insurance that covers diving activities for
the type of scuba diving they are undertaking is mandatory and must be present on check in. King Snefro
Fleet as the service provider is not liable for any financial costs incurred.
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Transfers :
Only direct transfer to and from the liveaboard at the given embarkation and disembarkation times inside Sharm El
Sheikh are included with the liveaboard booking. Transfer are shared transfers, not private transfers. The actual pick
up time might vary slightly as delays could occur while picking up other customers joining the transfer. Guest have
to wait at the hotel lobby or at the airport pick up point (according to booking, for Transfer only meeting point is in
front of arrival hall. Guides are presenting a welcome sign stating King Snefro Fleet and Client or/and Groupname
beside the name of the booking travel agency. Call the emergency number given only if the delay is greater than 15
minutes. Guests departing on International flight are required to be at the airport about 3 hours before their flight
and 2 hours before a domestic flight.

Alcohol and Diving:
Beer & wine taken from the onboard stock are charged extra (payable cash onboard). Guests are allowed to bring
their own alcohol onboard. Guests will not be permitted to dive after consuming alcohol or under the influence of a
hangover. This seriously impairs judgment and increases the risk of decompression sickness. If guides decide that
guests are unfit to dive they will be asked to sit out the dive. Safety comes first so this request by guides will only
be made to avoid accidents and for the safety of guests.

Behaviour on board:
Serious Anti-social or aggressive behaviour towards crew, guides and/or other guests on board will not be
tolerated and individuals who cause a disturbance may be removed from the boat on their own expenses.

Important Information:
All divers are required to show valid certification, logbook and to sign a medical statement and liability release form
prior to the boat’s departure. If medical clearance is needed (if guest can answer a question with yes) doctor’s
clearance (signed and stamped) must be arranged prior to check-in. Visiting a doctor to get medical clearance might
not be possible or will result in delay of departure. If doctor's clearance is not provided, guests will not be allowed
to join any diving activities.
Guests that have not been diving for more than 1 year before check-in to the liveaboard should complete a scuba
review signed in their logbook (adhere to the recommendations made by certifing training agency). Diving activities
can be restricted if the guide has any doubts about divers safety and/or qualifications. We strongly recommend all
divers to hold a valid travel insurance that covers diving activities; the service provider is not liable for their medical
treatments in case of an accident or an incident.
Participation in diving activities can be restricted if the guide has any doubts about divers safety and/or
qualifications. It depends on qualification and experience of each guest. The responsible dive guide on board
may restrict diving activities in the interest of safety, if the experience level is not suitable for difficult dives.

Diving Level minimum requirements:
You need to be at least a PADI Open Water certified diver or equivalent and have 15 logged dives. PADI Advanced
Open Water diver or equivalent is needed for wreck penetration dives and some of the more experienced dive
sites visited. You must have dived in the last year and recorded this in your log book; if needed a Scuba Review is
available on board (extra charge, to be prebooked). PADI OWD´s are able to join the night dives if they have
previous night dives logged.
Mini Safaris, Sinai Classic: OWD and 15 logged dives *)
*) Thistlegorm min. 20 dives, AOWD level or proof of experience needed for some wrecks
visited Wreck Safaris, Deep North: AOWD and 30 logged dives
Brothers and Marine Park Safari in the South: min. 50 logged dives (according to local regulations)

Safety & Equipment:
All divers are required to show valid certification, logbook and to sign a medical statement and liability release
form prior to the boat’s departure. If medical clearance is needed (if guest can answer a question with yes) doctor’s
clearance (signed & stamped by doctor, not older than one year) must be arranged prior to check-in. Visiting a
doctor to get medical clearance might not be possible or will result in delay of departure. If doctor´s clearance is
not provided, guests will not be allowed to join any diving activities.
Guests that have not been diving for more than 1 year before check-in should complete a scuba review signed in
their logbook. Diving activities can be restricted if the guide has any doubts about divers safety and/or
qualifications. All divers must to hold a valid insurance that covers diving activities; the service provider is not
liable for their medical treatments in case of an accident or an incident.
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Participation in diving activities can be restricted if the guide has any doubts about divers safety and/or
qualifications. It depends on qualification and experience of each guest. The responsible dive guide on board
may restrict diving activities in the interest of safety, if the experience level is not suitable for difficult dives.

Diving Equipment:
We request each diver to use a dive computer, it is mandatory to carry a Surface Marker Buoy at each dive and
a torch at any night dive. Decompression diving is not permitted on recreational diving safaris. Solo diving is
strictly prohibited.

Gear Rental:
Diving gear should be pre booked to ensure availability, in special during peak seasons.
Please include height, weight and shoe size to arrange suitable gear. Rental gear will be ready on board upon
embarkation, should be checked and advised if any item is not fitting. These will be changed before leaving the
port. Each guest has to inspect rental equipment and check for good working order and to be free of defects
before first use. Any damage or loss happened while rental gear is under responsibility of the guest should be
immediately reported to the guide on board. Guide will advise extra cost for lost items.

Guest details requested for booking:
To prepare your holidys in the best way, blow details are required with booking confirmation but latest 14 days
before departure for each person. Important: Guests have to travel on the same documents that have been
given with reservation (e.g. in case they are holding 2 passports). If there are any changes within travel
documents, information has to be sent immediately. In case full guest details are not received 10 days prior to
departure, an additional fee of 20 € (per booked guest with uncompleted details) will be charged.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full name as shown in passport, Nationality, Passport number, Passport valid till, Date of Birth
Kind and level of diving License, Amount of logged dives, Diving insurance details
Date of Last Dive (Month/Year) - if more than a year ago a scuba review is strongly recommended
Diving Equipment needed (if yes please advise height in cm, weight in kg & shoe seize)
SMB, Computer and/or Torch needed (to join night diving, recommended for wreck diving)
Special requests (Food & Meals, extra tanks)
Flight details (to include the following: airline, airport,flight number, arrival and departure time)
or full name of hotel

For guest to bring:
- valid Passport (minimum 6 month on arrival date)
- Diving Certification Card
- Logbook (showing proof of 1 logged dive within the last 12 months if not taking part in a Scuba Review/Check Dive)
- if guest answer yes on Medical statement a Medical Clearance signed & stamped by doctor, not older than 1 year
- Travel and/or Diving Insurance Proof
- Dive Equipment (unless renting)
- Personal Clothing & Toiletries
- Small Medical first aid box & prescription medicines
- Voucher, Money to pay for extras (small notes for change)

Nice to bring but not necessary:
- Films, Books, Camera, Music, Laptop, Mobile Phone, Games

Internet:
Some of King Snefro Fleet liveaboards are equipped with Wi-Fi free of charge. This service is available only when a
mobile signal is present usually only nearby or in port and dependent on the local mobile provider. This service is for
limited internet browsing and to connect with communication applications. Automatic updates must be deactivated
during the cruise. Even on land upload/download availability and speed is very limited, we ask guests to refrain
from transferring large files. Signal strength can vary which often result in intermittent, slow or no connections.
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